Certificate Programme in Lighting Design
Light is an integral part of our everyday life and intelligent use of light for creative and arts
industry has become indispensable. In our country, technicians and designers of light learn
from their career and experience rather than being formally trained at an institution of quality
and expertise. The requirement of qualified professionals in the field is increasing and yet we do
not have an institution for training professionals in the field. Light is the inevitable part of our
daily life and the dimensions and mood of our life can be changed depending on the light that is
provided.
The “Certificate Programme in Lighting Design” can change the focus of life of the course
aspirant in a positive manner through the varied and vast job opportunities. There is so much to
be explored in the lighting industry in India and abroad. A light designer with an aesthetic sense
and knowledge of the trade can enhance the visibility and quality of the performance, whether
it is theatre, dance or even architectural lighting. There is a very high demand of light designers
nowadays but qualified and trained designers are lacking. This is mainly due to lack of
institutions which provide light designing courses. Through this course, knowledge is imparted
for aspirants both in the creative and technical side. Students will learn how creativity and
technical knowhow can be put together in an efficient manner to produce the best outcome. To
put it simply, aspirants will learn how to apply their art and craft in light designing.
This newly designed certificate programme is specially developed for those who have passion
along with creative sense and technical knowledge. After completing this 6 months
programme, you can easily be a professional lighting designer, either through self-employment
or working for an institution dedicated for lighting design in India or abroad. This area is still
not explored fully and the opportunities in front of the programme aspirant are vast.
Name of the Programme: Certificate in Lighting Design
Programme Code: CLD
Duration of the Programme: Six months
Eligibility: 10th or equivalent
Course/Papers: Three Theory Papers + Practical Viva & Record Work
Scheme of examination: 3 Papers (3×100= 300) + 200 Marks (100×2 = 200)
Practical (Internship & Record Work)
Total Marks: 500
Medium of Instruction: English & Malayalam
Contact Classes: 3 months (All Saturdays and Sundays)
Internship: Three Months
Course Fee: Rs. 85,000/Programme Components
Course Code
Name of the Course
LD001
Basics of Lighting
LD002
Procedure of Lighting Design
LD003
Live and Studio Practicals
LD004
Internship

